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Science is blessing
Science is a pursistent pursuit of skill, knowledge and enlightenment. It

reveals sheer truths, mere facts and bare realities. It is baised on unbiased
observations of the fundamental laws of nature. By the permanent quest, it has
opened  up new and novel horizons of discoveries and inventions.

As it is said that,
“Science is a key which unlocks for mankind

a store of nature”
Its enormous impact on agriculture, medicine and industry, medicine and

industry, astronomy, navigation and travelling is exceedingly amazing. It is
proved to be the trusted and enlighted friend of humanity. It has doubled and
multiplied the human efficiency and comfort by its vast range of applications and
innumerable inventions. It is the nature of man to explore new horizons of
nature as

“Men love to wonder that is the seed of science”
Man explores new undiscovered and unseen recesses of the world to satiate

his unquenched thirst for the knowledge. Man will always continue to discover
new and novel to discover now and novel aspects of nature. That is the science
which helped him for the accomplishment of such pursuits.

Life is a continues struggle for survival where man has to toil unceasingly
to provide himself with the basic facilities of life. In past, man had to sweat blood
to meet his present needs. His life was quite uncertain and unsafe. He had to
struggle for food, shelter and security. He had to defend himself against the wild
beasts and other odds of life. Now man has invented lethal weapons to defend
himself and his country. With the help of science, he has succeeded in securing a
safe home for him. There is no need of digging holes in the earth to live in. he
has built Skyscrapers cra[ers and graceful buildings for this purpose.

“A man of science is a student of nature and drives his
inspirations from science”

Even in the houses, women needs no work to do with her hands. They have
spacious decorated houses, a well furnished kitchen.and the equipments to do her
domestic chores.

As far as food is concerned man grows all kinds of fruits and vegetables
throughout the year. He is no more afraid of hunger and famine. He has
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developed many new huge and reliable machines to do his tasks in the field.
These machines do his work with magical quickness and accuracy.

In the past, man had to travel on foot. Today, travel becomes a pleasure for
him. He has got better of birds in flying. He has invented more speedy aero
planes than sound. By them, he can visit all of the world in the twinkling of an
eye. We are no more grieved to say good bye to our relatives and friends. We can
meet them and visit whenever we like. These aero planes, bures, trucks cars and
taxis can carry him anywhere across the country. All these vehicles are the
results of science.

“It is nothing but an organized common sense”
Science has provided the man with various source of information,

amusement and fun. TV, Radio, Dish, antenna, and computer all are the
marvelous inventions of science. The computer and other fast means of
transmission have converted the world into global village.

Science is also proved very useful in the field of medicine. Diseases like
T.B cholera and small pox are no more fatal and deadly. The plague and other
epidemics have been controlled. Antiseptics can kill germs that can cause
diseases. Another very magnificent blessing of science in this regard is that it has
given man a scientific outlook and views to comprehend the laws of nature. In
the field of surger, science is touching to zenith of progress.

In short, science is proved to be very successful in all fields of life. It has
gathered all nations on one platform. The age of illumination is different form the
age of darkness only due to science scince. has given us the spiritual enlightment
as it has broadened our views. We are now in a better condition to think about the
laws of nature.
“Science is to stimulating the imagination than are the classic”


